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Dear Parents,
November newsletter reminds me
we have eight weeks of the school
year left. However, I think we have
more like 16 weeks of work to be
completed.
Special acknowledgements – Staff of 2013-2016
The School Council hosted a school dinner in our café
area, with 17 foundation staff as our guests of honour:
Georgia Bell, Jess Cortese, Jeff Dent, Shahn Jones, Deanna
Kotevski, Jaike Ludewig, Ryan Ma, Donna McCarthy,
Amanda Meehan, Chantelle Nedelkovski, Anna Pace,
Lara Stephens, Kirsten Sullivan, Kristin Vanden Houte-Smit,
Helen Welsh, Camille Willats, and Amanda Wolaniak.

us, so how honoured do I feel to be able to thank these
wonderful educators, support staff and administration
staff. Certainly, we have created a strong sense of
purpose—purposeful community, who come together
to create the best learning community for your children.
We could not have achieved these results if, YOU, our
families had not been prepared to give us your support,
endorsement and encouragement.
I do hope in 2019 you are proudly part of the Alamanda
community. Everybody matters— we are diverse and
multi-racial. ‘Somehow’, we come together to provide our
children with the best educational experience possible.
‘Somehow’ should be substituted for ‘Wisely’. It seems
we know our children are micro society and reflect our
one belief, so if we embrace community, the children are
more able to grasp this notion.

I believe we commenced with 24 staff and 17 remain with
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Congratulations! This week we celebrate six years at Alamanda College. In
Term 4 2013, the Main Building opened—amusingly, it has housed our Preps
although designed to be a P-6 Building.
I have included some photos of the School Council Dinner. We had a lovely
School Council hosted evening.
Enjoy the improved weather and summer evenings!
Dare to be wise,

Lyn Jobson

Principal
Alamanda College

IMPORTANT DATES

Alamanda College
Address:
86-100 Alamanda Blvd
Point Cook
PO Box 6606, Point Cook
VIC 3030
Telephone:
03-8376 5200
Email:
alamanda.k9@edumail.
vic.gov.au
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10th - 13th December
Student-led conferences
17th - 19th December
Carols on the Boulevard
20th December
Transition day for 2019 classes
20th December
Last day of school
21st December
Curriculum Day

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
Please notify the school
if your child/ren
will not be returning
to Alamanda College
in 2019. This will greatly
assist our facilities
and staff planning.

News from Prep
By Mrs Anne Farrugia, Prep A
The Prep students have made a
wonderful start to Term 4 and have
been risk-takers with their learning
as they continue to inquire into
the Central Idea ‘Life’s journeys
and experiences challenge our
understanding and perspectives’. The
students have been inquiring into the
key concepts; Connection (How is it
connected to other things?), Change
(How is it changing?) and Perspective

(What are the points of view?).
The students of Prep A, B, C and D
have investigated the journey of a
turtle and how it changes throughout
its life from a hatchling to an adult
turtle. The students investigated the
challenges that a turtle faces from its
birth such as facing predators from
the air, earth and sea. The students
used their own perspectives to create

a mural of a sea turtle’s journey and
they made connections with their own
life journey thus far. Students were
inquirers when they reflected on how
they have changed from when they
were little and have enjoyed reading
various mentor texts such as ‘When I
was little, On the Day you were born
and Circle’ to assist them to make
connections with themselves.
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Alamanda College
ACTING LEADING TEACHER’S/
LEARNING SPECIALIST’S SUMMARY
Outdoor Classroom Day
This year the prep students will be taking part in our first
outdoor classroom day on Friday 2nd November. This day
is designed for teachers to take learning outdoors and
experience learning in a different setting. By taking our
learning outdoors we are enhancing the children’s wonder
and awe, creating memories that will last a lifetime and
providing the students with perspectives on their learning
journey. As we embark on this day research tells us that
when adults think back to their own happiest memories of
childhood, they frequently recall the joy of playing outdoors.
Play is not only central to children’s enjoyment of childhood,
but teaches critical life skills such as problem-solving,
teamwork and creativity which we hope to develop by
providing our students with opportunities that allow then to
deepen their thinking skills and enhance their understanding
by applying their knowledge to real life situations. We look
forward to sharing our little adventure with you over the
coming weeks and hope the weather holds out for us to
enjoy this day!

PREP Excursion
As part of our Unit Of Inquiry ‘Life’s journeys and experiences
challenge our understanding and perspective’, the Prep
students have been invited to go on their own journey to
the IMAX Cinema to watch a documentary which explores
the journey of ‘Qian Qian’, a curious baby panda. The
Prep students will be continuing this exciting journey to
Logans Reserve in Altona for some fish and chips at the park
followed by a bus journey back to school. The Prep students
are already so excited for their journey! Notes have been
sent home this week. The office are asking for full payments
to be submitted by the 9th of November. Please ensure all
notes or envelopes are clearly labelled.

CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING - Visible
Thinking
‘To be creative, an idea must also be appropriate - useful
and actionary.’ - Teresa Amabile
Throughout the Year, the Prep students have explored
different thinking routines to foster their critical and creative
thinking. Routines exist in all classrooms; they are the patterns
by which we operate and go about the job of learning and
working together in a classroom environment. A routine
can be thought of as any procedure, process, or pattern of
action that is used repeatedly to manage and facilitate the
accomplishment of specific goals or tasks. Classrooms also
have routines that structure the way students go about the
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process of learning. These learning routines can be simple
structures, such as reading from a text and answering the
questions at the end of a story, or they may be designed
to promote students’ thinking, such as asking students what
they know, what they want to know, and what they have
learned as part of a Unit Of Inquiry.
Prep students are building on their knowledge and expertise
with a range of core thinking routines. We are creating
‘thinking toolboxes’ with our students, to prepare them for a
world where they will be required to continuously generate
their own ideas and to think critically. Some of the thinking
routines our students have been exposed to include:

What makes you say that?
This routine helps students describe what they see or know
and asks them to build on their explanations. Students are
generally prompted with two core questions which include
‘What is going on?’ and ‘What do you see that makes you
say that?’

See, Think, Wonder
This routine encourages students to make careful observations
and thoughtful interpretations. It helps stimulate curiosity,
wonderment and awe. Students are generally prompted
with three questions which include ‘What do you see?’,
‘What do you think about that?’ and ‘What does it make
you wonder?’

Think, Pair, Share
This routine helps students to think about something such
as a problem, question or a topic and then articulate their
thoughts. It encourages active reasoning and explanation
of their thinking. Generally, students are posed a question
followed by thinking time then turning to a student to listen/
share their thoughts.
We will in the following weeks discuss and unpack different
thinking routines in the Prep Newsletter. We would love for
parents and families to continue on these deep discussions
at home and would love to hear any feedback or success
stories with these routines.
Have a happy and safe week.
Dare to be wise

Shahn Jones

Georgia Bell

and
Acting Leading Teachers/ Acting Learning Specialist

News from Year 1
By Ms. Tegan Ma, 1D
The Year One students are currently
completing their summative tasks for
their fifth Unit of Inquiry 5, looking at the
Central Idea, ‘People work together to
produce and process the foods we eat’.
They have enjoyed creating maps of
farms and using their mathematics skill
of division to divide their produce and
paddocks. Students have been linking
their understanding of volume when
reading the ingredients on juice labels,
developing the understanding that
some juices do not contain any ‘real’
orange juice at all! When considering
what is an ethical choice, the Year One
students looked at battery or caged
eggs vs free range eggs, developing
the understanding that free range eggs
are the ethical choice and are also a
healthier choice.

I wrote an explanation text about how
milk can be turned into butter. I learnt that
to change milk to butter, it goes through
a process called homogenisation before
we can start making butter.
By Jason, One D

The Year One students have reflected on
their learning and achievements during
the fifth Unit of Inquiry:

Unit of Inquiry 6: How We Express
Ourselves
The Year One students are about to
embark on their final Unit of Inquiry for
2018! This Unit of Inquiry looks at the
Central Idea, ‘Imagination is a powerful
tool for extending our ability to think,
create and express ourselves’ through

It was interesting to learn about the
process of how food is made and what
different foods grow around the world.
Trisha 1C

I have learnt that you need to look at
the labels of juices and foods to check
if there is unsustainable palm oil in them,
because that hurts the environment.
By Harry, One D
I have learnt how different foods are
processed. I learnt that cheese starts out
as milk. I learnt that battery eggs are bad
because the chickens don’t have lots of
room and might have diseases.
By Liana, One D

the Lines of Inquiry, ‘Our imagination
helps us to consider perspectives,
feelings and emotions’ and ‘The value
of imagination’. The Year One students
will participate in the Stay and Play as a
provocation into this Unit of Inquiry.
We will be encouraging our students
to look at variety of imaginative
pieces, such as artwork, music, poetry
and narratives, discussing how these
imaginative pieces evoke emotions and
our own creativity.
Students will be given the opportunity to
use their imagination through artwork,
poetry, narrative writing, role plays and
songs. All the teachers are eager to
see what their imaginative students will
create!
With the beginning of our last Unit of
Inquiry, we encourage all of our Year
One students to bring in an artefact to
promoting their understanding of the
Central Idea. Students really enjoying
sharing their understanding and ideas
with their class and at assembly. An
artefact is a representation of or a
connection to the Unit of Inquiry; let your
child’s imagination run wild!

I felt really bad for the battery chicken
because I would feel sad if I had to be
exactly like them. I want to learn more
about how people collaborate to get
food and make it for us.
Suren 1C
I liked making the popcorn and seeing
the process it goes through from a
dried kernel to spinning in hot air in the
machine to make popcorn.
Mikayla 1C
I enjoyed reading on Epic! about the
different ways food is processed. My
favourite was reading Kernel to Corn
and then making a flow chart and
making popcorn.
Kiaan 1C
I wrote a persuasive letter saying that we
need to eat vegetables than junk food
because vegetables are healthier and
junk food can be yucky for your body
and make you weak.
By Jeffrey, One D
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Alamanda College

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S SUMMARY
I would like to continue to extend a
very warm and friendly welcome to all
the new Grade One families who have
just recently joined the Alamanda
Grade One School Community. The
Grade One team continues to grow
with new enrolments. I would like to
wish you all the very best and look
forward to supporting you and your child as they begin their
learning journey at Alamanda College.
A reminder that the coming weekend is the Melbourne Cup
weekend. Monday 5th is a Whole School Curriculum Day and
Tuesday 6th of November is a Public Holiday. Students are
expected to return to classes on Wednesday.
Teachers are currently in the midst of writing Semester Two
reports. They are collecting assessment and data from the
students and considering their achievements and learning
throughout the second semester of Year One.

Unit of Inquiry 6: How We Express Ourselves

The Year One students are about to embark on their final Unit
of Inquiry for 2018! This Unit of Inquiry looks at the Central Idea,
‘Imagination is a powerful tool for extending our ability to think,
create and express ourselves’ through the Lines of Inquiry, ‘Our
imagination helps us to consider perspectives, feelings and
emotions’ and ‘The value of imagination’. The Year One students
will participate in the Stay and Play afterschool activities as a
provocation into this Unit of Inquiry.
We will be encouraging our students to look at variety of
imaginative pieces of work, such as, artwork, music, poetry
and narratives, discussing how these imaginative pieces evoke
emotions and our own creativity.
With the beginning of our last Unit of Inquiry, we encourage all
of our Year One students to bring in an artefact to promoting
their understanding of the Central Idea. Students really enjoying
sharing their understanding and ideas with their class and at
assembly. An artefact is a representation of or a connection to
the Unit of Inquiry; let your child’s imagination run wild!

Grade One Extended Stay Program

Checking the calendar, we have one week before the Year
One students participate in the Extended Stay Program! Next
Thursday, 8th of November, from 4-7pm, the Year One students
will participate in a number of activities that will promote the use
of their imagination and creativity. Our students will enjoy a pizza
dinner, before pick up in their classrooms at 7pm.

Hats and Summer Uniform

With the warmer weather arriving, students need to be wearing
their full Summer Uniform. The student uniform options consist of
the Alamanda school dress, skort or school shorts, striped, short
sleeve shirt with the Alamanda Logo and the Alamanda woollen
jumper or cardigan.
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The uniform is displayed in the foyer of the school for your
reference. All students are required to wear appropriate school
uniform everyday. Non-school uniform items should not be worn
to school. It is school policy for students to be wearing the correct
uniform. Students are allowed to wear their full sports uniform on
the day that they have Physical Education and on Friday.
Please refer to the following link for the correct uniform and the
school Uniform Policy: http://alamandacollege.vic.edu.au/
index.php/2017/04/07/uniform-policy/

iPad

Students use their iPads on a daily basis and are an essential tool
within the Year One classroom. Students use their iPads to read,
complete mathematics tasks, research and to demonstrate their
creativity. All students are required to bring their iPad to school
every day. Please ensure their iPads are placed in their bags, fully
charged on a daily basis.
The students will be encouraged throughout the unit of inquiry to
take action in a range of forms that enable them to further their
understanding and knowledge around the central idea and
lines of inquiry that are being explored.

School Uniform

A reminder to all students and parents that during term four all
students will need to wear their full summer uniform. Non-school
uniform items should not be worn to school. It is school policy
for students to be wearing the correct uniform. Students are
allowed to wear their full sports uniform on the day that they
have Physical Education and on Friday.

Sunsmart

Term 4 is the time for students to be wearing their school hat
outdoors. Please ensure that your child has an Alamanda
school hat to wear when they need to go outdoors for play and
outdoor classes. Sunscreen should also be applied before they
leave home and reapplied at school if needed.
I would like to congratulate all the Grade One students for
their enthusiasm and hard work they demonstrated so far, this
term. Term 4 is proving to be a busy one with our Extended
Stay Program, Carols practise and performance nights, reports,
Student Led Conferences and end of year pack up.
I would like to thank all parents for their valued contributions and
for being an active member of our learning community. I look
forward to maintaining a close partnership with you and your
child.
Partners in Education

Carmen Sacco
(Assistant Principal Grade One/Four/Five Learning Community)
and Tegan Ma
,

News from Year 2
By Ms. Laura Hawes, 2M

To celebrate the completion of our fifth
Unit of Inquiry ‘Earth’s surface changes
over time as a result of natural processes’
the Grade 2 students embarked on
an adventure filled excursion to the
You Yangs National Park. This excursion
allowed students to put their knowledge
of the rock cycle and land formations
to use when they hiked an exhausting
3km around the National Park. Students
were enthusiastic when encountering
different wildlife around the park and
reflected upon this when returning back
to school. A student in 2K reflected on
her experiences by using the You Yangs
National Park as inspiration to describe
a setting when writing a narrative. She
shared:
‘The leaves were swishing in the wind
and the lush soft grass and flora was so
soft. I knew this was a fantastic site for
an Aussie party. I knew the outback was
my new home. The warmth just filled
up my lungs with glee. I was amazed
by entirely everything. The sound of the
wind and birds was amazing. I knew this
Australian site was gleeful and joyful.’
Eden Ellis, 2K
As a provocation for our sixth unit
of Inquiry ‘Indigenous people have
a significant and enduring culture’,
the Grade 2’s ventured to CERES
Community Environment Park. This
excursion provided students with the
opportunity to experience aspects of
Indigenous Australian culture, including
storytelling through dance where
students participated in the Dreamtime
story of Tiddalik the Frog. Students went
on a history walk along Merri Merri Creek
where they learnt about the history of
the Merri Creek and its significance
for the Wurundjeri people. Students
explored bushfood plants on site and
identified Indigenous plant species to
learn about their uses for food, drink and
medicine.
Laura Hawes and Milica Nenadic, on
behalf of the Year 2 team.
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News from Year 3
By Mrs. Jess Mastroianni , 3F

Thursday the 25thof October was a busy
day for the Year Three classes. The morning
started with the students walking and
running laps of the Alamanda Community
Oval as they took part in ‘Dare to Dash’.
The Year Three students enjoyed running
with their friends, earning points for their
house and having a chat with students
that they don’t usually see outside during
recess and lunch. All of the students tried
their best when taking part in Dare to Dash
and should be proud of their efforts! A big
well done to Denham in Three F who ran
24 laps, a total of 9.6km in just under an
hour!
Later in the day the students and teachers
concluded their fifth Unit of Inquiry,
‘Exploration may lead to discovery and
change’ by watching the movie ‘The
Road to El Dorado’. The students were
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excited to watch the film in the school
theatre as a Year Three cohort.
Here are a few comments that some of
the students had about the fifth Unit of
Inquiry:
• I learnt about many explorers. The
most interesting explorer to me was
Captain James Cook because I
didn’t know that he was the first
European to step foot on Australian
soil. – Penaaz 3F
• I enjoyed learning about Roald
Amundsen. He was the first person
to explore Antartica. – Tahj 3H
• I really liked working in my expert
group, which was all about Captain
James Cook. – Nitin 3G

• I enjoyed writing an information
report about the exploration of the
moon. – Dev 3G
The Year Three students have begun their
new and final Unit of Inquiry for the year.
The Unit of Inquiry is centred around the
Trandisciplinary Theme ‘How we express
ourselves’ and focuses on the Central
Idea ‘Cultures have always created stories
to understand their place in the universe’.
The students have started to look into the
three lines of Inquiry; stories are told and
passed down through generations, stories
can take on many forms and the truth
the stories are based on. The Year Threes
have enjoyed listening to songs, reading
books and exploring artwork to find the
messages and stories behind them.

Alamanda College
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S SUMMARY
What’s currently happening:

It’s rye grass season at the moment
and some children are displaying
symptoms of hay fever. The first aid
nurses are only able to provide a
saline eye wash for children who
have watery or itchy eyes. If your
child needs medication during the
school day, a note and the medication must be handed
in at the office, as the classroom teacher is unable to
administer medications or keep them in the classroom.
The Year 2s have attended CERES – Centre for Education
and Research in Environmental Strategies, which is an
award winning, not-for-profit, sustainability centre located
on 4.5 hectares on the Merri Creek in East Brunswick,
Melbourne. The children attended CERES to hear about the
Wurundjeri people who lived for thousands of years on the
land where CERES now stands. The Merri Creek was a focus
of their lifestyle, a place to swim and play and a vital source
of food. The teachers will provide photos and a snapshot of
their excursion in this newsletter.
The Year 3s have swimming from November 12-16 and at the
close of today 88 students will be attending. The teachers
have plans for an outing that relates to the current Unit
of Inquiry, notes will be coming home soon. The teachers
have shared news from the students. A moment to discuss
Halloween provided joy for many.
Curriculum Overviews for the sixth Unit of Inquiry should be
distributed to all students shortly. This overview includes
dates to place on your calendar as the year draws to a
close.

Attendance:

As teachers prepare to write student reports we are noticing
that attendance is a problem for some children. If you are
having a particular problem getting your child to school

please contact your child’s class teacher, the attendance
officer or your child’s Assistant Principal, as we can offer
some strategies to help.
The leaflet called “Every Minute Counts,” reminds us of the
importance of being on time and attending school daily
– “Did you know your child’s best learning time is the start
of the school day? That’s when every minute counts the
most!” Rarely to we take the time to complete the following
calculations …. certainly makes you pause to reflect.
If she/
he is only
missing

That
equals…

Which is…

Over 13 years
of schooling
that’s….

10 minutes
per day

50 minutes
per week

Nearly 1.5
weeks per
year

Nearly half a
year

20 minutes
per day

1 hour 40
minutes per
week

Nearly 2.5
weeks per
year

Nearly 1 year

Half an
hour per
day

Half a day
per week

4 weeks
per year

Nearly 1 & 1/2
years

1 hour per
day

1 day per
week

8 weeks
per year

Nearly 2 & 1/2
years

Let’s enjoy the start of November, Dare to be Wise.
Regards, Helen Welsh.

Dare to be Wise.

Helen Welsh

Assistant Principal
Year 2, 3 Mini-School
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News from Year 4
By Mrs. Lara Stephens, 4H
In Year 4 this week, we are finishing
off our unit of inquiry under the
transdisciplinary theme ‘How We
Organise Ourselves’. The Central
Idea being ‘Market places connect
goods and services.’ The students
learnt
the
difference
between
goods and services. They compared,
contrasted and evaluated the actions
and consequences of different
consumers to judge whether they
represent responsible consumerism.
The students also compared a range
of marketing campaigns, evaluating
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their effectiveness and impact on
supply and demand. They have been
exploring advertisements and their
features and will then create their own
advertisement using these features.
Last Thursday the Year 4s along with
the rest of the school participated in
‘Dare to Dash’. The students had a
fantastic time walking or running laps
around the oval. They kept count of
their laps and these were added up
and made into house points.

News from Year 5
By Ms. Kristen David, 5I

The year 5s have been busy
being creative as we explore our
Central Idea ‘The Arts reflect and
challenge society.’ This falls under the
transdisciplinary theme How We Express
Ourselves. As part of our provocation,
the students were presented with a
range of materials and were asked to
make a form of art. It was great to see
everyone’s creativity as they created
a variety of unique pieces.
In this unit of inquiry we have
created really good master pieces
representing art forms. We enjoyed

this as it included lots of creativity.
In writing, we are looking at the art
form of poetry as it relates to our
unit of inquiry. After inquiring into the
elements of poetry, such as sound
devices and figurative language, we
analysed and interpreted a few poems
written by Stephanie Mulrooney.
We demonstrated our newfound
knowledge by answering question
related to the elements of poetry. We
had trouble with some of the elements
such as: assonance and consonance
but we are risk takers and will keep
practicing. We also had a try at writing

I decided to put the title ‘social issues’ in the middle and all the words that mean social
issue to me. Social issues means to me that there are a lot of different problems around
the world, for example, racism and bullying, people may also not obeying laws and
rules. - Linda

our first poem and it was good, but we
think we can improve after learning
more techniques about poetry.
As our central idea is based on social
issues, we have investigated into what
this means and brainstormed some
examples. Social issues are problems
which effect societies, communities
and sometimes the world such as
bullying, migration and gender
equality. - Jasnoor & Avni from 5I
To show our understanding of the
central idea we created a collage
by cutting out newspaper articles,
sentences and words that reminded
us of social issues. We aimed to
bring awareness to others about
the negative things that happened
throughout the world in the hope they
might be able to stop it. There are so
many things going on in the real world
and we want people to know that
they don’t need to spend so much
time on technology but should instead
focus on what’s happening around
them. - Zach
During maths we were focusing on
angles, one of the activities we did
was draw the first letter of our first name
in block writing, and drew angles in
the letter. The angles we learnt were
Straight, Acute, Obtuse, Right, Reflex,
Supplementary and Complementary.
Now we have started our new topic
on maths, which is chance and
probability. To start off, we played
a game called Four Corners, how it
works is in the class we name Four
corners spades, diamonds, clubs and
hearts, while we go and pick a corner
the we think is safe, the teacher pulls
out a card and says the name of
the card, if the card is hearts all the
people standing in hearts will be out
and have to sit in our chairs, the last
person standing wins the game. As we
have just started working on chance
and probability and haven’t inquired
much into it we don’t have much
knowledge on it just yet. - Ariya
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News from Year 6
By Ms. Leisa Hockley, 6F

Term 4 is rapidly underway, and
all students in great 6 have had a
fantastic start to the term. In the first
few weeks of term, students have been
focusing on their mini-exhibition, using
the inquiry cycle to develop a deep
understanding of their topic. Students
are now thinking about how they
would like to present their learning to
their families during the mini-exhibition
open-night. There is a wide range of
creative ideas coming together in
student’s presentations, using the
technology in many clever ways. We
look forward to welcoming families
into the classrooms from 3.30-5pm on
Thursday the 15th of November, to
experience the learning journey of our
students.
For the past 2 weeks, 5 lucky year 6
students have been in China with
Miss. Colling on a 14-day student
exchange program. These students
have been preparing for this trip all
year, taking part in regular extracurricular Chinese lessons, and have
demonstrated
commitment
and
enthusiasm towards developing their
knowledge of the Chinese language
and culture. During their time in China,
they have seen the many sights of
Shanghai, and spent some time at
Jinling Primary School in Nanjing. Whilst
12

at the school, these students have
participated in language classes, art
classes, and even learnt Kung Fu! We
are eagerly awaiting the arrival home
of these students, and look forward to
hearing about their many adventures
and once-in-a-lifetime experiences in
China!
As this year comes to a close, we can
begin looking towards celebrating our
Year 6 students and all that they have
achieved through the Primary Years
Programme (PYP).
This year, as the majority of our students
are staying with us to transition to Year
7, the idea of graduating at the end
of Year 6 from Alamanda College is
no longer appropriate. The formal
graduation ceremony will be held at
Year 9, when students leave Alamanda
K-9 College to attend other schools.
This year our celebration for Year
6 students to mark the end of their
primary education will be less formal
and will be called the Primary
Years Programme Celebration. This
celebration will commence within the
classrooms on the 6th of December.
We will have an intimate ceremony
within each classroom, with timetables
being staggered so that families can
attend multiple ceremonies in the

case of siblings or family friends. After
the formalities, there will be cake, tea
and coffee provided in the café, and
the students will be invited to attend
an ‘after party’ disco in the Great
Space, supervised by their classroom
teachers. Each family will receive a
formal invitation from their child in
the coming weeks, with details about
time, dress code etc. We look forward
to seeing everyone there!

Alamanda College
ACTING LEADING TEACHERS’ SUMMARY
Dear Parents and Carers,
DARE TO DASH…
Last week the Years 4/5/6 joined in with the secondary
school students in support of ‘Relay for Life’. The initiative
titled ‘Dare to Dash’ was introduced to engage the middle
year students and raise awareness for Cancer. Students
had the choice of walking or running around the oval for
50 minutes earning points for their house team. This was
a very enjoyable afternoon and the message was clearly
passed through all year levels.
REMEMBERANCE DAY
At 11 am on 11 November 1918 the guns on the Western
Front fell silent after more than four years of continuous
warfare. The allied armies had driven the German invaders
back, having inflicted heavy defeats upon them over the
preceding four months. In November the Germans called
for an armistice (suspension of fighting) in order to secure
a peace settlement. They accepted allied terms that
amounted to unconditional surrender.
The 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month attained
a special significance in the post-war years. The moment
when hostilities ceased on the Western Front became
universally associated with the remembrance of those who
had died in the war. This first modern world conflict had
brought about the mobilisation of over 70 million people
and left between 9 and 13 million dead, perhaps as many
as one-third of them with no known grave. The allied
nations chose this day and time for the commemoration
of their war dead.
Staff and students have been working together to unpack
the significance of this day. Below is a class activity
conducted by Sue Vandermeer of 5C.

CAROLS
It is that time of the year again where the teachers fight on
behalf of their students for the best song/carol to perform
at this years Carols. Stay tuned for information as this years
Carols are sure not to be missed
Year 6-7 Transition:
All students in year 6 will be participating in a state-wide
transition into secondary school on Tuesday the 11th
of December. During this day, students remaining at
Alamanda College will spend the day with the secondary
teachers, and begin to learn what life will be like as a
secondary school student. The day will begin with a
formal assembly, where students will learn the processes
and procedures for the secondary school, and ask any
questions that they have about the impending change.
Students will then be split into smaller groups and will
participate in rotations of different specialist classes such
as food tech, textiles, drama, woodwork, science and
music. This is a great day for all students, and it really helps
put many minds at ease about the leap they are about
to make. Students who are moving on from Alamanda
may also find that their 6-7 transition falls on this day,
however, some private school may have their transition on
a different day. Any students who are not transitioning on
the 11th of December, are still encouraged to come to
school and will be allocated to a buddy class for the day
to support the preps with their end-of-year processes.
Dare to be Wise,
Rachael Cunningham, Kate Franco, Michael Nicolaides,
Deanna Kotevski, Danielle Colling and Leisa Hockley.
Year 4,5,6 Mini-School Leaders
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Specialist Subjects
Drama News
By Mr Sean Moran

In Year Five, we are learning about
Pantomimes. A Pantomime is a style
of theatre where you ‘break the fourth
wall’, which means to talk directly to
the audience. The audience is also
encouraged to cheer and boo different
characters when they appear on stage.
My group is creating our own Pantomime

by mixing Cinderella and Little Red Riding
Hood. - Dharmi 5F
A Pantomime is a style of theatre where
the audience get involved with the
show. In Pantomime, you take a fairytale
and mix it up to make a new version of
it. This improves your creativity and also

P.E. News
Students from Prep - Year 4 will be
participating in an Athletics carnival on
Thursday 22nd November. All students
MUST wear a hat otherwise will not be
allowed to participate. All parents are
encouraged to attend.
Students in Years
5 an 6
participating in the swimming
held at the Werribee outdoor
the Thursday 8th November.
MUST bring hats also.

will be
carnival
pool on
Students

Coming into the warmer months, the PE
team strongly advise that all students
come to class with a drink bottle.
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helps you learn narratives because you
need to create your own unique story.
While we were inquiring into Pantomime,
I was able to improve on my social skills
and my acting skills. It was really fun,
because I was learning something I had
not heard of before. - Vinayak 5F

Specialist Subjects
LOTE News
By Ms Rida Su

Welcome to Week 4 Language News!
There were lots happening in the
language class this term and let’s go to
find out what the students have learned
about their unit of inquiry.
Grade One students have consolidated
their understanding of the 12 Zodiac
Animals in Chinese (十二生肖) and
through the interactive activities in class,
majority of them could recall some
animals in Chinese and achieved a solid
understanding of the ascending order of
12 zodiac animals. They demonstrated
their enthusiasm and commitment when
working on the zodiac wheel, especially
when writing their own zodiac animal in
Chinese character (2011 兔/2012 龙). As
Grade Two learners were continue their
inquiry process of the 8 Natural Elements
in Chinese, they practised their writing
of the Chinese characters through
Chinese calligraphy (书法). Atharva from
2J commented that, “I was amazed
by how the writing disappeared on
the magic writing paper and this was
the best learning activity throughout

the whole year”. The highlight of the
Grade Five students must be designing
their own Peking Opera mask (京剧脸
谱), they demonstrated themselves as a
thinker, communicator, inquirer, risk-taker
and open-minded learner. Moreover,
students showcased their creativity on

the patterns and colours, also displayed
their independence on this summative
assessment. Grade Six learners continue
to explore the cultural unit of Chinese
Art and Craft, they were very engaged
when making their own student ID in
Chinese (学生证). I used the ‘Learning
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Specialist Subjects
LOTE News
By Ms Rida Su

Pit’ inquiry model to guide them through
this formative assessment. Students
need to include the information, such
as their name in Chinese, date of birth,
age, gender and class. In addition, they
also chose one of the common flower
symbols in Chinese Art which represents
themselves, then, draw it on their
student ID. Jordan from 6E reflected very
positively on this assessment and thought
it will be a useful tool when travelling
overseas.

Chess News
CHESS COACH’S REVIEW
October has been a busy month for the
the chess students at Alamanda who
competed in the Interschool State Finals
in four divisions and once again it is great
news with all teams having performed
extremely well.

very bright as these youngsters move up
to the Primary Team in coming years.

GIRLS’ STATE FINALS
This year saw the Alamanda Girls team
compete in State Finals for the first time
and only narrowly missed third place by
1 point. A fantastic effort from the whole
team!

Congratulations to all who participated,
and a huge thank you to the Principal
and admin staff at Alamanda for
supporting chess at the school and all
the parents for supporting your children.

MIDDLE YEARS STATE FINALS
The Alamanda Middle Years team was
possibly one of the youngest teams on
average, comprised of only year 5’s &
7’s up against mostly older Secondary
school kids and again managed to
qualify for the Nationals with a solid
performance.
PRIMARY STATE FINALS
With two of last years strongests team
members moving up to year 7, the
Primary team had quite a task ahead of
them this year without them, but despite
most of them being younger than their
competitors they also managed to
qualify for the Nationals. Well done team!
JUNIOR PRIMARY STATE FINALS
The future of chess at Alamanda looks
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By far the best result this year was by the
Junior Team who placed third only 2.5
points behind the winners. Exciting times
ahead.

We are keen to observe more students
developing their personal interests
and strengthening their confidence in
the language and cultural study. With
revising the audio recording of the
vocabulary flashcards and repetitive
practising the sentence patterns on a
regular basis via Seesaw, they will strive
to become an international-minded and
lifelong learner in the bright future.
Thank you,
Language Team

